ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
CUMBERLAND CHAPTER OF URISA
Friday, January 29, 2016
9:00 AM – 4:30 PM EST

AGENDA
9:00 a.m. ...................................................................................................................................................................................... Registration
9:30 a.m. ....................................................................................................................................................Welcome and Introductions
10:00 a.m. ........................................................................... The Advancement of Business GIS in an International Corporation
Beth Tyrie, Fruit of the Loom, Inc.
10:30 a.m. ............................Leveraging the ESRI GeoEvent Processor, Hadoop and Integrating Real-Time Information
Jeremy Gould & Vineet Kumar, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
11:00 a.m. ........................................................... Leveraging LiDAR Partnership Data for Engineering & Other Applications
Carl Shields & Dan Farrell, PLS, Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
11:30 a.m. ........................................................ Digital Detection for MS4 Program Efficiency: Leveraging Dollars and Data
Meghan Dunn, GISP, CFM, AECOM
12:00 p.m. ......................................................................................................................... Lunch and Student Poster Competition
Competition Sponsored by Fruit of the Loom, Inc.
1:30 p.m......................................................................................................................... Status of the Newly Implemented GISP Exam
Kim McDonough, GISP, Tennessee Department of Transportation
2:00 p.m.......................................................................................................................................................... Community TIGER Program
Daniel Donello & Anne Jeffers, US Census Bureau
2:30 p.m................................................................................... Status of K-12 Geography Education in Kentucky and Tennessee
Kurt Butefish, Tennessee Geographic Alliance & Kentucky Geographic Alliance
3:00 p.m............................................................................................................................. UAV Technology and its Rules/Regulations
Eric Muncy, Precision Products
3:15 p.m.................................................................................................................................................. Networking Break and Raffle

Chapter Business
3:45 p.m........................................................................ Business Meeting and Installation of New Officers (All Are Welcome!)







Operational Issues and Concerns (website, finances, membership management)
Chapter Mission (including collaboration with other state geospatial organizations)
Membership (chapter update and URISA’s Unified Membership Model)
Activities/Programs/Objectives for 2016
Installation of new officers and recognition of those whose term has ended
Selection of new Secretary and Treasurer

Fruit of the Loom, Inc. is a leading global company specializing in the design, manufacture, and
marketing of a number of iconic family apparel, athletic apparel, and sporting equipment brands including
Fruit of the Loom®, Vanity Fair®, Spalding®, Russell Athletic® among others. Our family of brands is
devoted to enriching every day through comfort, performance and fun. We are dedicated to the social
and environmental responsibility in the communities we serve around the world. The company maintains
an appropriate balance of internal manufacturing and responsible sourcing of our products in a legal,
ethical and responsible manner. Fruit of the Loom, Inc. is driven by market demands, innovation, and a
strategy clearly focused on meeting consumers’ expectations. The Fruit of the Loom brand originated in
1851, and today the company is an independent, wholly owned subsidiary of Berkshire Hathaway, Inc.
Corporate offices are headquartered in Bowling Green, Kentucky.
www.fotlinc.com

Contact:
Jeff Padgett, CP, PSM
(859) 223-3999
jpadgett@grwinc.com

GRW is a full-service engineering, architectural, and geospatial consulting firm. The company was
founded in 1964 by Mr. G. Reynolds Watkins to provide engineering services to federal, state, municipal
and private industry clients. Since that time, GRW has grown to become a national design firm with
offices in Kentucky, Indiana, Ohio, Tennessee and West Virginia. Watkins' insistence on technical
excellence and personal service lives on as the guiding principle at GRW. This dedication to service has
resulted in repeat clients providing 90 percent of GRW's current workload! The ability to define the
relative position of a feature on the earth's surface has transformed the way we live our lives. From using
GPS technology for driving directions, to locating a utility line on a mobile app, geospatial services are
the foundation of many pioneering projects. Offering the latest technology, GRW specializes in highly
accurate data solutions designed to meet your needs and budget. From aerial photography and
orthoimagery to GIS design and data conversion, we have the expertise and resources that will ensure
the success of your project. We have an experienced team of certified photogrammetrists, certified GIS
professionals, and licensed surveyors. Our specialized skills include airport obstruction analysis,
monumentation and GPS surveying, height modernization, aerial LiDAR, mobile terrestrial LiDAR, and
stationary terrestrial LiDAR services.
www.grwinc.com

Contact:
Brandon Fyffe
Business Development
(615) 603-0612
brandon.fyffe@gisbiz.com

GISbiz is an IT software solutions company specializing in geospatial applications. GISbiz offers mobile,
web, and desktop software solutions to utilities, government agencies, and commercial organizations by
utilizing the latest technologies from Apple, Microsoft, Google, Oracle, and ESRI. Our mission is to add
great business value to our clients by delivering technology services in a professional and timely manner.
GISbiz is a privately held corporation, incorporated in the state of Tennessee and has been successfully
serving clients since 2003. The company has been established and run by people with strong expertise
and professional integrity. In 2010, Nashville Technology council ranked GISbiz as one of the top
innovative technology companies in the Nashville area. We are a DBE small business and certified by
SBA as an 8(a) company.
www.gisbiz.com

KCI's Geospatial Solutions Practice offers comprehensive IT solutions to our clients through innovative
thinking and technology. Focusing on GIS technologies, our staff of trained professionals covers the
spectrum of technical services - from needs assessments to cartographic design, web development to
document management, field data collection to engineering document research, and asset management
to program management. For more than 20 years, KCI has been applying GIS technology for clients in
virtually every technical discipline. Whether analyzing environmental impacts in a potential corridor for a
magnetic levitation (Maglev) train or creating an ESRI-based critical infrastructure database for the City
of Baltimore, KCI's GIS professionals have consistently demonstrated a mastery of GIS technology and
its versatile applications. KCI is proud of its record of completing projects on time and within budget.

Contact:
Amanda O’Shea, GISP
Senior GIS Analyst
(615) 377-2499
amanda.oshea@kci.com

Contact:
Jeremy Mullins, CP, PLS, GISP
Vice-President
(859) 619-0491

jmullins@metro-geospatial.com

www.kci.com

Established in 2010, Metro GeoSpatial provides high accuracy LiDAR and Imagery data acquisition and
geospatial services utilizing our Trimble System (LiDAR and Digital Camera). Our unique design is
easily adaptable for helicopter or fixed wing platforms, and we routinely complete projects using both.
Metro GeoSpatial has developed the HALIS® (High Accuracy LiDAR & Imagery Solutions) methodology
with the Trimble system, resulting in proven engineering accuracies for a number of projects. We have
successfully completed projects in the Transportation, Federal, Energy, Environmental, and Municipal
markets utilizing the HALIS® methodology. Our experience delivering high accuracy products provides
our clients the highest level of quality and satisfaction resulting in a heavy rate of return clients. Metro
GeoSpatial strongly believes that our equipment, knowledge, and personnel make us highly qualified to
provide a variety of solutions for the geospatial industry. Expanding on our airborne LiDAR and Imagery
acquisition knowledge, Metro GeoSpatial is developing UAV survey grade solutions. Metro GeoSpatial
is WOSB Certified (Woman Owned Small Business).
www.metro-geospatial.com

Contact:
Sam Moffat, GISP
Program Director, Government Solutions
(937) 531-1258

sam.moffat@woolpert.com

Woolpert is a national architecture, engineering and geospatial (AEG) firm that delivers value to clients
by strategically blending engineering excellence with leading-edge technology and geospatial
applications. With a dynamic R&D department, Woolpert works with inventive business partners like
Google; operates a fleet of planes, sensors and unmanned aerial systems (UAS); and continually
pushes industry boundaries by working with advanced water technologies, asset management, Building
Information Modeling (BIM) and sustainable design. Woolpert’s mission is to help its clients progress—
and become more progressive. For over 100 years and with more than 25 offices across the United
States, Woolpert serves the needs of federal, state and local governments; private and public
companies and universities; energy and transportation departments; and the United States Armed
Forces. For more information, visit woolpert.com or call 937-531-1258.
www.woolpert.com

